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(OPTIONAL) What is your email?

What penalty is assessed to a player or
goaltender who participates in the play
with a broken stick? (Rule 3.2c & d,
10.6a)

Correct

 a) No penalty

 b) A Major penalty

 c) A Minor penalty

 d) A Bench Minor penalty

True or False, Where there is suspicion
that a player has sustained a serious
injury, any on-ice official may stop the
play. (Rule 2.4b, Note 1)

Correct

 True

 False

How do teams choose which end/bench
they use for the game? (Rule 1.9e) Correct

 a. Just follow the signs "home" and
"away" on the walls.

 b. if the benches are on the same side of
the ice then the home team chooses an end
and takes the corresponding bench.

 c. home team chooses either their bench
or the end then the visiting team gets to
choose the other (i.e. if the home team
chose which bench then visiting team
chooses the end)

 d. if benches are on opposite sides of the
ice then home team chooses either end and
either bench with the visiting team taking
whatever is left.

 e. both b. and d.

In Hockey Winnipeg AA regular season,
what is the overtime format? (HW SR-5,
#4)

Correct
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#4)

 a) 5 person shoot out with home team
shooting first. Game Tied at the end if no
winner

 b) 5 person shoot out with visiting team
shooting first. Game tied at the end if no
winner.

 c) 20 minute sudden death, 5-on-5
period. Game Tied at the end if no winner.

 d) 5-minute, 3 on 3, stop time, sudden
death period, no change at stoppages
(unless a power play or timeout is called
then both team can change at that
stoppage). Game tied at the end if no
winner.

 e) 5-minute, 3 on 3, stop time, sudden
death period, no change at stoppages
(unless a power play or timeout is called
then both team can change at that
stoppage). Sudden death shootout if no
winner.

Team A scores a goal then team A takes
a penalty. Where does the next face-off
go? (Rule 6.3c)

Correct

 a) In team A's end

 b) At Center Ice

 c) at the nearest face-off dot to where
play stopped other than center ice.

 d) at the face-off dot outside of team B's
end

For the purpose of assessing a game
ejection to a player with 3 head contact
penalties in minor or female hockey,
what does a 2 + 2 for head contact
represent? (Rule 4.8b Interpretation 2 )

Correct

 a) 1 out of 3 penalties

 b) 2 out of 3 penalties

 c) 3 out of 3 penalties

What options does the referee have
regarding a slew foot? (HC Rule 8.8) Correct

 a) 2+2+GM or Match

 b) 2+2 or a Match



 c) Match for all slew foots

 d) Major + Game Misconduct

 e) a or d

Team B calls a timeout. May Team A take
a timeout at the same stoppage? (Rule
6.18e note 2)

Correct

 Yes. So long as they ask before the puck
is dropped.

 No. Never. Only 1 timeout per stoppage is
permitted.

 Yes, so long as Team A asks the Referee
before Team B's timeout is over.

 Yes, so long as Team A asks for the
timeout at the same time as Team B.

 Yes, so long as the official has not
complete line change and blown play in for
puck drop.

What are the penalty options to assess a
player for spearing? (Rule 9.4) Correct

 a) A Match Penalty

 b) a 2+2 penalty

 c) A Match penalty if a person deliberately
spears another player.

 d) A 2+2 for an attempted spear or jab.

 e) either c) or d)

 f) either a) or b) depending on intensity of
spear

In the second period of a AA or A game,
Team A is winning 7-0. Does the game
become run time (Hockey Winnipeg SR-
14)?

Correct

 No, you only run the clock in the last 5
minutes of a game if a team is winning for 5
goals or more.

 Yes, the clock may now run if a team is
winning by 7 goals or more at any point in
the game.

 Yes, the clock now runs if a team is
winning by 7 goals or more at any point in
the game or by 5 goals or more in the last 5
minutes of the game.



minutes of the game.

 Yes, you run the clock if a team is winning
by 5 goals or more at any point in the game.
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